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CYANOGENESIS IN COTTON PLANTS

John Radin

Cyanogenic compounds were found in virtually all tissues of the cotton
plant (cv. Deltapine 16), but large amounts were present only in photo-
synthetic tissues. Amounts in leaves, measured as HCN, varied from 1 to
3.4 p moles per g fresh wt, with a mean of 1.9, but no correlation was found
with leaf age. Unlike other photosynthetic tissues, green carpel walls con-
tained little cyanide. This may have resulted from high rates of destruction
rather than low rates of synthesis, since carpel walls were more active hydro -
lytically than another low- cyanide tissue, etiolated cotyledons. Cyanogenic
compound formation depended upon light. In addition, the rate of hydrolysis
of cyanogenic compounds increased with increasing exposure to light. Cyanide
turnover was substantial, accounting for more than 50% of the pool of cyano-
genic compounds per day.

LEAF WATER STATUS VS SOIL MOISTURE

Kenneth Fry

The pressure bomb furnished a fast and relatively simple method of
determining the water stress (potential) in cotton leaves. Two persons were
able to make 36 determinations in 1 hour, one collecting the leaves while the
other uses the bomb. Tests showed that during the daylight hours the pres-
sure bomb readings increased rapidly in the morning and reached a relatively
constant level between 1:00 and 4:00 p.m. We also noticed that leaves
perpendicular to the sun's rays and taken from the 7th node from the top of
the plant gave the most uniform readings between the above mentioned hours.

In the field pressure readings of leaves from the 7th nodes were taken
over several of the irrigation cycles as listed in Table 1. The irrigation
timing was based on available- water -used (AWU) measurements.* Time graphs
of % AWU and leaf pressure readings furnished the interpolated data shown
in Table 1. The pressure reading differences between the selected % AWU
were small but were found statistically significant at the 95% level. The
original pressure readings graphed against time (not shown) increased more
rapidly after reaching the 20 bar level indicating that a water stress was
developing. In further experiments where irrigation timing is based on leaf
water stress it appears that water should be applied between bomb pressures
of 20 and 22 bars.



Table 1.

Irrigation
Treatment

Bomb Pressure Readings
Three Irrigation

Irrigation
Date*

of Cotton Leaves for
Treatments

Estimated Bomb Pressures
50% AWU 65% AWU 80% AWU

3.5" at 50% AWU 6/28 18.3
(bars)

(Stem growth 67.9mm2) 7/9 21.0

(Yield 19.5 lb /plot)* 7/21 22.8

8/16 19.0

5" at 65% AWU 6/24 21.6 21.9

(Stem growth 68.8mm2) 7/12 18.7 22.6

(Yield 18.9 lb /plot)* 7/29 19.7 23.3

8/19 19.0 22.2

6" at 80% AWU 7/6 19.5 21.8 22

(Stem growth 63.6mm2) 7/30 20.0 21.2 24

(Yield 15.3 lb /plot)* x 20.0 22.2 23

*The available- water -used percentages, irrigation dates, and yield data
were furnished by Loyd Patterson from an Iowa State Irrigation Plan at the
Phoenix Farm under the direction of D.R. Buxton, R.E. Briggs, and B.B. Taylor
at the University of Arizona, Tucson.

* * * * *

EFFECTS OF SPACING AND HUMIDITY ON FRUITING AND SHEDDING

Gene Guinn

Close spacing tends to decrease relative fruitfulness, i.e., fruiting
is limited more than vegetative growth. One possibility is that roots play
a role in fruiting and that close spacing limits root development because
the lower leaves, which supply photosynthate to roots, are heavily shaded.
We also thought that humidity might affect the size of root systems. There-
fore, a test was conducted in growth chambers to determine the effects of
spacing and humidity on vegetative growth, fruiting, and shedding. One
growth chamber was operated at low (30 to 50 %) and the other at high (75
to 85 %) relative humidity. Two spacings were used, four plants /square foot
(close) and one plant per square foot (wide). The DPL 16 plants were
cultured in nutrient solutions. Plants were harvested soon after the first
blooms appeared.

Close spacing greatly decreased the number of fruiting positions formed
and greatly increased shedding (Table 1). In general, plants in the high
humidity chamber produced fewer fruiting positions and shed more than those
in the low humidity chamber. However, neither humidity nor spacing had a
consistent effect on the leaf to root ratio. It, therefore, appears unlikely
that the beneficial effects of wide spacing and low humidity were mediated
through relatively greater root development.
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